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SIMPLY SOPHI STICATED 
SOLA R C ONTROL

Elegantly engineered, intelligently crafted, and beautiful to behold, 
MotoRise® automatic window shading systems offer more than just 
convenient solar control; you get style, easy operation, and sophistication 
down to the finest detail. Simply put, MotoRise achieves the perfect blend 
of form, fit, and function. Named “moto”, for the Japanese word meaning 
“the foundation,” MotoRise provides a versatile basis upon which to build 
your natural lighting design.

THE BEAUT Y OF VER SATILI T Y

Whether massive or modest sized projects or windows, MotoRise® is the 
architect’s smart, energy-efficient solution. MotoRise goes beyond the 
obvious conveniences of a motorized window shading system and 
delivers advantages in all the areas that matter the most. Scalable and 
adaptable, these systems are available with wired or fully wireless motor 
options to accommodate windows of all different sizes. The chain-free 
operation provides a simple, clean, and child-safe solution for any 
commercial or residential application. In addition, since MotoRise systems 
are available with your favorite solar-fabric brands, including EcoFabrix® 
and Mermet®, finding the perfect fabric is always a breeze.

MotoRise® is conveniently handmade right here in the U.S. This means 
virtually any variation in color, size, and accessory choice can be 
accommodated cost-effectively, enabling the architect to achieve a truly 
personalized look while adding no extra time to the project. WT Shade® 
also offers a host of drawings, specifications, samples, and other resources 
to assist during the drafting phases as well as for design presentation.

MOTORI SE FEAT URE S:

◆ MotoRise® Systems are available in 4 different sizes, allowing you to choose the right 
 amount of strength necessary for your shade project.

◆ MotoRise® Systems are also available with low profile Slim Brackets intended for tight 
 space installations that do not require the use of Fascia.

◆ Motors are available with various communication types, such as Wired, Radio and Digital, 
 allowing control of motors using remote controls, wall switches, or integration with 3rd 
 party control systems. All controls sold separately.

◆ Many MotoRise® hardware components are available in White or Black, and will be color 
 coordinated based on your selected fabric color. 

◆ WT Shade® offers multiple options and accessories for you to customize your shades 
 including various Hembar styles and add-on accessories like Side or Sill Channels. 

◆ MotoRise® is a companion to our HeliaRise®, BottomRise™, and AeRise™  shading systems, 
 allowing you to provide a combination of solutions throughout 
 your project with a uniform look.

 For further information about each of these systems, 
 such as Construction Documents, Data Sheets and 
 more visit WTShade.com.

Fascia may be used 
to cover the shade 
hardware from view 
and requires no 
tools to install.

Motors are available with 
connection for power through 
hardwiring, power outlets and 
even batteries.

All Shades come standard with our 
Sealed Hembar (SSP) but may be 
ordered with any of our available 
Hembar styles.

Spring loaded idlers 
allow for easier 
installations.

Aluminum 
End Caps may 
be added to 
complete the 
enclosed look.

Fascia may be used at 
the front or the rear 
of the bracket, either 
independently or 
together.

Our aluminum Fascia is 
available in five colors.

Regular roll or 
reverse roll 
shades available.

Many systems are available with 
a Center Support option, allowing 
you to multi-band up to six (6) 
shades and control them 
with one motor.

Featuring your favorite solar 
protective fabric from trusted 
brands like Mermet® and the 
WT Shade® exclusive, 
EcoFabrix®.

Motors are available for 12V Battery, 
24V DC, and 120V AC power types.

Various types of 
controls are available 
for communicating with 
the motors, including 
wireless remotes and 
wall switches.

®

One bracket... So many possibilities.

• Capable of mounting in any position, this innovative  
 bracket series allows for on-the-fly adjustments for  
 unexpected installation conditions. 

•  Designed to accept front and rear fascia which can  
 be added at any time. 

• Piggyback style SoloMount Brackets allow two 
 separate layers of shades to be hung from one 
 bracket and be operated independently.

◆ Patent-pending
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THE WT SHA DE® MI SSI ON

We supply window coverings that provide natural lighting solutions that 
are innovative and superior in quality. We strive to provide our customers 
and end users with informed service that is responsive, respectful and 
resourceful. We will continue to improve and evolve with market trends for 
the purpose of providing complete customer satisfaction.

For more information, contact us today:
{T} 877.294.3580 • {F} 516.294.0444 • {E} info@WTShade.com

www.WTShade.com
77 Second Avenue • Garden City Park, New York  11040

NAT URA L LIGHT MA DE RIGHT®

The MotoRise® automatic window shading system is an exclusive 
product of WT Shade®. For more than 40 years, we have created 
exceptional shading solutions, engineered for hassle-free performance 
worldwide. This extensive sourcing and manufacturing experience is fully 
expressed in the creation of MotoRise, our motorized window shading 
system line — adding beauty, appeal and comfort to any room and 
value to any property. MotoRise is simply sophisticated, and always 
the perfect fit.

To learn more about how MotoRise automatic shading systems can add 
beauty, versatility and unique value to your architectural designs, visit us 
at wtshade.com/motorise.

THE POWER OF PERF ORMA NC E

MotoRise® is available in four basic sizes with motors that come in various 
different power options and communication types, making it easy for the 
dealer and installer to find one perfect solution for virtually any window 
shading project. Because these systems can be integrated easily with 
most building management and automation systems, or can be installed 
as a stand-alone solution utilizing various local controls and sensors, 
MotoRise systems are the scalable solution for the specific needs of each 
and every job.

MotoRise® is designed using The SoloMount Bracket® System, delivering 
a level of adaptability and mounting flexibility that makes it fast, efficient, 
and easy to install. SoloMount Brackets are compatible with Fascia and 
yet are equally beautiful without. Furthermore, SoloMount Brackets 
enable Fascia to be added at any time, so installations can adapt to a 
designer’s future ideas instantly and with finesse. With this powerful 
combination, completing jobs to the customer’s total satisfaction has 
never been easier. 

E VERYDAY EASE A ND ELEGA NC E

Whether in single, double, or even multi-banded versions, MotoRise® is a 
window shading system with which end-users will fall in love. A vast array 
of colors, sizes, accessory options, and fabrics allow for an endless 
combination of design choices, fitting any aesthetic or design approach. 
From timing functions to sensors that automatically adjust the shades 
throughout the day, to simple user-dependent local control, MotoRise will 
provide superior performance in keeping light in or out and achieving 
energy savings through exceptional shading technology.  Also, as one of 
the first products in the industry to be Certified Best For Kids, tenants can 
rest easy knowing their children are safe with a MotoRise system protecting 
their interior.

POWER
OF PERFORMANCE

THE  
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